Non Flush STANDARD & DISABLED Pedestal / Dropper Tube
Assembly & Installation Instructions

All instructions are referenced to the drawings provided

**INSTALLATION**

1. Refer to General Arrangement Drawing for each unit size and detail drawing **GTL-0000-12** for STANDARD installation and **GTL-0000-12D** for DISABLED installation of pedestal and dropper tube. Position, mark and cut a 345mm dia. hole in the cubical floor for the dropper tube.

2. Slide the dropper tube down onto the primary tank lid. Plumb the tube and trace around the tube on the lid with a marker pen. Using a jigsaw, cut around the inside of the line to make the hole in the tank lid.

3. Slide the dropper tube down through the floor and engage it in the tank lid. It should only penetrate the lid a maximum of 20mm. If necessary, stick a screw or two out of the dropper to stop it hanging too low in the tank.

4. Inside the cubicle measure 380mm(STANDARD) or 430mm(DISABLED) above the floor level and mark. Cut the dropper tube off at this length.

5. Use the in-fill piece to seal any remaining holes where the dropper tube and floor meet. Cut this to the size required and seal with sealant provided at the same time.

6. Install the toilet seat and lid, tightening the wing nuts from the underside of the toilet pedestal.

7. Install the toilet pedestal by placing it over the dropper tube. Square the pedestal to the wall and screw it to the floor using 6 x 15 gauge 1.5” stainless steel screws.

8. Now, seal the gap between the primary tank and the dropper tube.

9. Finally, check that all fixings are secure and that there are no leaks.

**THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING ‘THE HYBRID TOILET SYSTEM’**
Should you have any problems with installation of this system, please do not hesitate to contact:
Gough Plastics on Freecall 1800 069 805, (International 61 7 4774 7606) or your local Agent